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A B S T R A C T

In this work we report on new magneto-ellipsometry set-up that allows to grow thin films and nanostructures by
ultrahigh vacuum thermal evaporation as well as to conduct in situ measurements during the growth in order to
analyze and control nanostructures properties. Ellipsometry and transverse magneto-optical Kerr effect
measurements can be performed in situ inside this set-up. A uniform magnetic field of high intensity (more
than 1 kOe) can be applied to samples inside the vacuum chamber. Also, we report on the developed method of
data interpretation that is the base of the set-up software. Thus, we present a powerful tool for nanostructures
synthesis and characterization.

1. Introduction

It is well-known that new nanomaterial synthesis is needed for
various aspects of modern life, as nanostructures are highly appre-
ciated in aerospace technologies, medicine, biology, engineering, civil
engineering. That is why the development of non-destructive methods
of control and diagnosis is required. For instance, there is a great
demand for optical and magneto-optical techniques as they are power-
ful, give information about magnetic ordering, dominant magnetic
anisotropies, correlation of Curie temperature with film thickness, the
critical magnetization exponent at the two-dimensional phase transi-
tion, spin frustration at the interface between ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic films, etc [1]. Moreover, these techniques can be
easily used for in situ real time control of nanomaterials synthesis,
directly in ultrahigh vacuum chamber. One of them is magneto-
ellipsometry.

There are many papers on magneto-optical ellipsometry, however
they mostly present the ex situ investigations [2–6], while our paper
offers the solution of the problem of the in situ investigations by means
of magneto-ellipsometry.

Carrying out in situ ellipsometric and magneto-ellipsometric ana-
lysis involves a number of challenges. There were attempts to design a
single setup for determining magneto-optical and conventional optical
constants in it. For example, Berger et al. managed to do it, but for that
experimental setup it is necessary to measure the reflected light

polarization for at least three incoming polarizations [3], so it is quite
difficult to be applied for real time in situ process control. Mok et al.
[6,7] had to use several setups for complete characterization of the
material, for example, he measured magnetization by a superconduct-
ing quantum interference device magnetometer and Mueller matrix by
the vector-magneto-optical generalized ellipsometer. One more issue is
the creation of a combined system of the optical alignment of the
sample with simultaneous applying to it a uniform magnetic field of
high intensity of more than 1 kOe. In the work [8], the authors report
about creating a hybrid set-up with helium sample cooling, which is
located in high vacuum between the Helmholtz coils with a working
field of 400 Oe. Nevertheless, this design does not allow to explore the
sample without removing it to the air from the processing chamber and
the declared value of the magnetic field strength can be clearly not
enough.

Besides that, creation of the software for integrated analysis and
processing of the parameters that are under study is an important
component in the implementation of the in situ magneto-ellipsometry
method for the nanomaterials monitoring. It should be applicable to
various sample types, so the algorithm should be written for several
models of reflective nanostructures. The use of this software should
reduce the time of experiment data analysis and increase efficiency.

Thus, we see that we need truly sufficient, simple, and reliable
method for spectral in situ magneto-ellipsometric measurements and
for interpretation of experimental data. In this paper, we present a new
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in situ setup that consists primarily of a magneto-optical generalized
ellipsometer, which is integrated into an ultra-high vacuum chamber
with the electromagnet for magnetization reversal of the sample. This
setup is used for thin films fabrication by molecular beam epitaxy and
for their studies by means of the in situ magneto-optical ellipsometry.
Accordingly, we suggest an approach to the interpretation of ellipso-
metric and magneto-ellipsometric measurements data in order to
obtain material parameters of thin films.

2. Setup and data acquisition

In order to conduct in situ ellipsometric and magneto-ellipsometric
measurements a specialized ultra-high vacuum chamber (UHV) with
the possibility of the sample magnetization reversal was created. Its
diagram is shown in Fig. 1. This unit is designed for the growth of thin
films and nanostructures by UHV thermal evaporation. During a film
growth, the polarized light is incident on the substrate 6 and after the
reflection the polarization changes are registered by the analyzer part 5
of a high-speed spectroscopic ellipsometer Ellips-1891 [9]. The mag-
netization reversal of a sample is carried out by a special electromagnet
4, which is placed outside the vacuum area. The magnet is placed close
to the sample using a special port of vacuum chamber (Fig. 1a), which
is made so that when the magnet is in operation, the sample is strictly
between its poles with the minimum clearance. The sample, being
placed inside a vacuum area, is separated by thin walls of stainless steel
from the atmosphere, where the electromagnet is located. This
construction provides a uniform magnetic field of high intensity.

It should be noted that the magnetic field is perpendicular to the
plane of incidence, at the same time it is parallel to the sample plane.
Therefore, it is the geometry of transverse magneto-optical Kerr effect.

The electromagnet moves on special rails. It allows to use different
magnets according to the task. In addition, to investigate low coercivity

samples, these rails allow to move the magnet away to a required
distance so that the impact of the remanent magnetization of the
electromagnet core is neutralized. Consequently, we can change the
magnetic field in a wide range by using only one electromagnet. Thus,
the developed complex is designed so that the maximum magnetic field
strength is limited only by the electromagnet scheme. A manipulator-
holder model includes a lock-chamber that provides gateway loading of
investigated structures; a vacuum shutter system that provides the
ability of loading without the break of the vacuum in the processing
chamber; a vacuum transport system that ensures the installation and
alignment of the sample under ellipsometry diagnosis. This system has
allowed us to implement the sample holder as a cold finger for
measurements in a wide temperature range. Specifications of the
designed set-up are spectral range of measurements 350–1000 nm;
time scale of ellipsometric spectrum measurement is no more than
20 s; threshold sensitivity of the polarization-optical measurements is
no more than 0.5 ang.min.

So, we have the UHV chamber and the facility to investigate optical
and magnetic properties of nanostructures in situ.

3. Results and discussion

In this section we demonstrate the possibilities of our setup and the
method. Let us show it on the example of one sample study. The sample
was in the form of Fe layer on the surface of SiO Si/ (100)2 . The process
of a SiO Si/ (100)2 substrate primary chemistry is specified in [10]. A
polycrystalline Fe film was prepared by ultrahigh vacuum thermal
evaporation with deposition on the cool substrate inside the above
presented setup. The total time of Fe deposition was 10 h. All the
measurements were carried out inside the setup. The Fe deposition rate
was monitored at the light beam wavelength 577 nm. The angle of
incidence for in situ measurements was fixed at 56°. The spectral
measurements of ellipsometric parameters ψ and Δ during Fe deposi-
tion were held in the four-band regime [11].

In order to determine the structural properties of the Fe layer we
performed in situ zero magnetic field ellipsometric measurements
within a wavelength range of 400–900 nm. To estimate the Fe film
thickness from the in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements
data we have carried out modeling of our sample
Fe layer SiO layer Si substrate( )/ ( )/ ( )2 by the bilayer system. The Nelder–
Mead algorithm was used for the thickness optimization [12,13]. The
values of Fe SiO Si, ,2 dielectric permittivity that were necessary for
optimization were taken from the experimental works [14–16].
According to the fitting of optical model to sharp interfaces the
thickness of the SiO2 layer was ∼3.84 nm. The thickness of the Fe
was ∼17.0 nm, ∼33.0 nm, ∼50.5 nm, ∼65.0 nm, ∼80.25 nm,
∼96.0 nm, ∼113.5 nm, ∼128.75 nm, ∼144.5 nm, ∼160.5 nm after the
1st, the 2nd, the 3rd, the 4th, the 5th, the 6th, the 7th, the 8th, the 9th,
the 10th hour of deposition, respectively.

Another thing under in situ control was optical characterization of
the sample during deposition. Zero magnetic field ellipsometric
measurements were carried out during the process of Fe SiO Si/ /2 thin
film synthesis and resulted in ellipsometric parameters ψ and Δ that
were immediately recalculated into the thickness (d), refractive index
(n) and extinction coefficient (k) of Fe. In Fig. 2 one can see them as a
function of the evaporation time. By means of the reported magneto-
ellipsometry setup the optical properties of the sample can be obtained
for a spectral range. We used the developed approach of ellipsometry
parameters interpretation and presented in Fig. 3 the calculated values
of the refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) of Fe film
within a wavelength range of 400–900 nm.

Also, the hysteresis loop can be obtained by means of magneto-
ellipsometry. In Fig. 4 the hysteresis loop obtained for Fe SiO Si/ /2 is
shown. In order to analyze the evolution of the magneto-optical
properties of the sample the in situ measurements of the transverse
magneto-optical Kerr effect were carried out during the first 7 h of Fe

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup (1 – substrate introduction
chamber, 2 – substrate rotation control, 3 – main UHV chamber, 4 – electromagnet
400 mT, 5 – analyzer part, 6 – sample, 7 – molecular beam, 8 – evaporator, 9 – polarizer
part, 10 – optic cable, 11 – spectroscope, 12 – shutter for creation the sync-pulse, 13 –

light source; in 1a insert: P is a plane of incidence, B – direction of magnetic field, 4 –

electromagnet (topside view) and 6 – sample (topside view)).
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deposition with a one-hour interval under the magnetization reversal of
the sample in the ± 2 kOe field. In Fig. 5 we demonstrate our results in
comparison with some others.

The values of real Q( )1 and imaginary Q( )2 parts of magneto-optical
coupling parameter Q Q iQ= −1 2, as well as the values of refractive
index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) of the ferromagnetic metal, have
been obtained from the deduced expressions for the bilayer model with
the use of the ellipsometric (ψ0 and δ0) and magneto-ellipsometric
(ψ δψ+0 and Δ δΔ+0 ) measurements data. It means that carrying out
the measurement of four independent real-valued quantities
ψ δψ Δ δΔ( , , , )0 0 is sufficient for deriving four real-valued quantities

n k Q Q( , , , )1 2 . The idea of the approach has been recently published in
[17–19]. It is applicable for the case of electromagnetic wave incidence
from non-magnetic dielectric medium onto ferromagnetic metal that is
deposited on another layer or a substrate. The magnetization vector is
z-axis directed, so that YX plane is a plane of incidence, YZ plane is a
boundary plane. We consider each interface as each of them impacts
the values of ellipsometric angles. The approach is based on the
reflection coefficients analysis. Firstly, the basic equation of ellipso-
metry [19,20] should be written in the following form:

ρ ψ δψ i Δ δΔ R R R iR R iR= tan( + )exp( ( + )) = = = ( ′ − ″ )( ′ − ″ )p s p p S
S

0 0
−1 −1

(1)

where ρ is the complex ellipsometric parameter, Rp and Rs are complex
reflection coefficients corresponding to in-plane p-polarization and
out-of-plane s-polarization respectively, real parts again are marked
by’, imaginary by”. Secondly, the magnetic field contribution should be
distinguished and marked by subscript 1, non-magnetic summands by
subscript 0:

R R R R R i R R= + = ′ + ′ − ( ″ + ″ )p pp ps p p p p0 1 0 1 (2)

R R R R R iR= + = = ′ − ″s ss sp s s s0 0 0 (3)

One can see that transverse Kerr effect yields to R″ = 0s1 , R′ = 0s1 .
Then, by substituting Eqs. (2)–(3) into (1) we obtain for non-magnetic
condition:

ψ
R R R R R R R R

R R

Δ
R R R R
R R R R

tan =
( ′ ′ + ″ ″ ) + ( ″ ′ − ″ ′ )

+

= arctan
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′ ′ + ″ ″
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0
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2
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2

0′
2
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2

0
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0 0 0 0 (4)

while the influence of an external magnetic field leads to ellipsometric
parameters δΔ and δψ :

δΔ Δ Δ
R R R R R R
R R R R R R

Δ

δψ ψ ψ F ψ ψ

= − = arctan
″ ( ′ + ′ ) − ′ ( ″ + ″ )
′ ( ′ + ′ ) + ″ ( ″ + ″ )

−

= − = arctan( tan( )) −

s p p s p p

s p p s p p
0

0 0 1 0 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 1
0

0 0 0 (5)

where F is a helpful notation:

ψ δψ F ψ

F Θ Λ

tan( + ) = tan

= 1 + +
0 0

(6)

where Θ and Λ is:

Fig. 2. 1 – extinction coefficient (k), 2 – refractive index (n), 3 – thickness (d) of Fe film
as functions of the evaporation time and calculated during the process of Fe SiO Si/ /2 thin

film growth.

Fig. 3. The spectra of Fe refractive index (n) and Fe extinction coefficient (k),
corresponding to different thicknesses (d) of Fe layer during Fe SiO Si/ /2 thin film growth:

1 – n (d=160.5 nm), 2 – n (d=36 nm), 3 – n (d=113.5 nm), 4 – k (d=36 nm), 5 – k
(d=113.5 nm), 6 – k (d=160.5 nm).

Fig. 4. The hysteresis loop obtained for Fe SiO Si/ /2 by means of magneto-ellipsometry.

Fig. 5. The values of real Q( )1 and imaginary Q( )2 parts of magneto-optical parameter Q,

calculated by various methods: 1) our algorithm that includes Nelder–Mead minimiza-
tion of the ellipsometric angles using Fe refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k)
obtained from the ellipsometric measurements of the sample; 2) our algorithm where the
values of Fe refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) are taken not from the
measurements but from the paper of Johnson and Christy [14]; 3) the values obtained for
our sample by the method presented in the work of Neuber at al. [8].
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Thus, we presented the key formulae for our data interpretation
approach, more details can be found in [17–19].

4. Conclusions and outlook

In conclusion, we have presented a new powerful experimental tool
for nanomaterials properties study. The setup includes the spectral
magneto-ellipsometer that has been set in the UHV growth chamber
for in situ diagnostics in real time. The static scheme of the ellipso-
metric measurements with great potential for the magneto-optical
investigations has been chosen. The details of the setup have been
discussed. The algorithm for the interpretation of magneto-ellipso-
metric measurement data and the determination of the complex index
of refraction and the complex magneto-optical coupling parameter has
been proposed. Finally, a complete optical and magneto-optical in situ
characterization of the Fe SiO Si/ /2 structure has been carried out in
order to demonstrate the applications of the tool.
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